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Ancora Partners LLC

.Dear Ms. Poston,

Principal Contact
Josh Parker

Ancora Partners is pleased to submit our qualifications for joining with the City of Durham
and with a to-be-determined affordable residential development partner to create a vital
and welcoming environment at 505 West Chapel Hill Street. Our project will bring a broad
range of housing opportunities together with commercial office/lab space and curated retail
services, woven together with a fabric of outdoor public space, enhancing the vitality of
downtown Durham.
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T 919.688.9054
E jparker@ancora.re

Headquartered in Durham, Ancora is a firm built of professionals who bring decades of
experience in the planning, development, and delivery of urban mixed-use projects very
similar to the vision the City of Durham has established for 505 W. Chapel Hill Street. Our
strategically assembled team thrives on exactly this sort of challenge, bringing vision and
core development skills together with institutional capital backing, adeptness in marshalling
P3 sources of capital, collaborating with high quality architectural and engineering partners,
harnessing skilled marketing and leasing experience, and delivering best-in-class operations
of urban mixed-use environments.
Ancora differs from other vertically integrated real estate companies in that alongside our
core real estate capabilities we have an in-house team, Connections and Insights (C&I),
that creates, curates, and expands the programmatic elements that make mixed-use,
innovation-centered environments successful. The team is attuned to the requisite talent
and organizational elements of innovation districts, with a particular focus on leveraging
opportunities to involve a community’s anchor institutions, such as universities, colleges, and
medical research centers. Our C&I team also enhances our focus on building communities
that are inclusive and build equity in the community. Our institutional capital is aligned with
the long-term investment horizons of anchor institutions, allowing us to make decisions that
move beyond traditional development yield metrics. We believe this aspect of Ancora offers
unique benefits to the City of Durham as it seeks to identify the best development team for
505 W. Chapel Hill Street.
Ancora’s team has experience in the planning and development of affordable, mixedincome and market-rate housing. Our core focus today, however, is commercial mixed-use
development. Given our capabilities across different uses and our collaborative company
culture, we partner well with co-developers. Therefore, for 505 W. Chapel Hill, we are
submitting qualifications as a master developer, and as lead developer for the commercial
component. We look forward to the opportunity to join forces with a similarly creative,
experienced developer on the residential side when the selection process moves into the next
phase, which may include one of our existing relationships or a firm identified by the City of
Durham.
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As you know I am a Durham native and have developed a number of properties in downtown
Durham including the Chesterfield, which I sold to and completed with Wexford Science &
Technology. Peter Calkins, who brings decades of experience planning and delivering complex,
mixed-use projects for Forest City Enterprises/REIT, will serve as Project Executive. His
development expertise will be supplemented and supported by Nicole Morrill, Ancora’s SVP for
Development and Construction. Phillip Storch, VP for Construction, an experienced manager of
both ground-up and historic rehab commercial construction projects, will oversee construction
of the project. Our C&I team is led by Jeff Kingsbury together with Ursula Powidzki, whose
careers have explored and embraced the cross-section of commercial real estate and economic
development. Finally, Dr. Holden Thorp, a Senior Advisor to our C&I team and a North
Carolina native who spent three decades at the University of North Carolina including a term as
chancellor, will bring to our redevelopment of 505 W. Chapel Hill Street his unique expertise
and perspectives on nurturing the ecosystem of entrepreneurial, anchor-associated projects.
As noted in our response, we have engaged in productive conversations with one of our primary
capital partners that would provide debt and equity from a base of permanent capital. This solid
capital source will support Ancora’s long-term capabilities and engagement in the development
and management of this ambitious project, and we are excited about its potential.
While this RFQ is a preliminary step in the selection process, we are highly motivated to find
the right local, regional, and national firms that will make the best creative and operational
partners for a signature redevelopment of 505 W. Chapel Hill. We have strong relationships
with several leading design firms, which could be paired with local partners experienced and
invested in working with the Durham community. More broadly, we are committed to seeking
out, supporting, and engaging an array of businesses, institutions and communities that reflect
the rich diversity and history of Durham.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this RFQ. We look forward to answering any of your
questions and putting our shoulders into executing a bold vision for this critical block that joins
and diversifies the vibrancy of downtown Durham.

Sincerely,

Joshua M. Parker
Chairman and CEO
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Legal Name
Ancora Partners LLC
Business Structure
Delaware Limited Liability
Company
Affiliated Entities
Ancora Real Estate
Holdings, LLC (parent)
Ancora Investments LLC
(affiliate)
Firm Officers
Joshua Parker, CEO
John Philipchuck, CIO
Jeff Kingsbury, CCO
Headquarters
Durham, NC
Principal Office
Durham, NC
Number of Offices
7
Years in Business
3
Employees
15*
*Women or people from
underrepresented minority
communities represent 50% of
senior leadership.

01-Development Firm Qualifications /
Ancora invests in worldclass, knowledge-economy
real estate at the heart of
innovation.

Building on the over 30-year track record of its
predecessor firms, Ancora Real Estate Holdings, LLC
(AREH) was formed in 2018 to spin out the anchor
institution real estate platform from Baltimore-based
Cross Street Partners. AREH wholly owns a development
company, Ancora Partners, LLC, and investment fund,
Ancora Investments, LLC, all operating as Ancora.
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WE INVEST IN WORLD-CLASS REAL ESTATE AT THE HEART OF INNOVATION
Ancora is focused on developing real estate in knowledge markets anchored by leading universities, health systems, research
institutions and governments that are eager to collaborate and commercialize new ideas. Ancora proactively works to harness
the economic benefits of anchor institutions engaged with their communities by building inspiring spaces and active places.
This Anchor+ real estate investment strategy combines real estate expertise with innovation ecosystem skills to create
sustainable economic engines, often accompanied and supported by retail, educational and residential uses in a broader
mixed-use environment, to benefit communities and the anchor institutions they host. Ancora is, therefore, ideally positioned
to lead development initiatives in the City of Durham.
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Key Leadership and Internal Capabilities /

Jointly, the principals and professional staff of the firm represent
many years of deep experience in commercial real estate
development, investment, finance, and leasing.
Ancora is a vertically integrated organization with capabilities
in all the core functions of development – pre-development
and master-planning, design, financing, construction and
leasing. Our team has a successful track record executing
catalytic developments in partnership with knowledge-based
communities and their leading public and private anchor
institutions.
Ancora’s three founding partners complement one another’s
strengths and backgrounds. Josh Parker offers experience
across all aspects of development and a preternatural ability
to merge these pragmatic skills with vision for what comes
next. CIO John Philipchuck’s background is grounded in
higher education research and real estate investments; he

manages Ancora’s investment portfolio strategy. Jeff Kingsbury
has specialized in planning and development services for
higher education and health care systems for over 25 years
and currently directs leasing and community-interface
efforts at the firm’s Electric Works project. Jeff also leads
our Connections and Insights (C&I) team and is focused on
building the meaningful connections into the community
and with our educational partners that foster long term
engagement and community equity.
Ancora enjoys long-term institutional investor support. We
have deep experience in assembling complex capital stacks,
and in securing public sources of capital for projects where
challenging markets or specialized users call for it.
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Partnerships and Relationships /

The quality and effectiveness of our work are leveraged
by top-flight partners and affiliations. We pay attention to
crafting the most appropriate team for a specific project
and market, and purposefully build relationships with a
range of firms that have active and innovative practices.
When building a project team, we seek to effectively leverage the best talent available, balancing and
accounting for both local and national expertise. Though this RFP does not specifically seek information on
consultants we might bring on board, we felt that sharing a window into our approach, as well as some of the
relationships we do have and could consider bringing to Durham, might be helpful in establishing our overall
qualifications to meet the goals established for this project.
Design \ Firms that we have worked with on legacy projects or on current pipeline and prospective projects
include Gensler, DudaPaine, Cannon, SmithGroup, Deborah Berke Partners, GGN, Perkins+Will, and Ennead.
We also consistently engage specialty consultants to delve deeper into thoughtful and unique placemaking
design and programming with a focus on achieving goals in activation, engagement and DEI. Examples of these
firms include Airspace, Space Syntax, TEConomy, Streetsense and Buro Happold. We share market information
with these firms on a regular basis and engage with us from project inception throughout the design process to
supplement other disciplines and help inform decision making.
Construction \ We have relationships with major general contractor firms, including Turner, Barnhill, Whiting
Turner, and Clark. In some markets we may opt for a regional firm that has deeper expertise in the local
market or in a particular building type. We recently worked with the Hunter Roberts Construction Group on a
bid submittal in Manhattan, as the firm had an outstanding reputation in New York and specific expertise in
lab space integrated into a midrise structure. Our general contractor for the Electric Works project is Weigand
Construction, well known in Indiana and Ohio markets.
Leasing \ Tenanting is a strategic planning function, and Ancora leads this process through the C&I team. The
life science and tech sectors represent key targets for our existing and pending projects, but our approach is
geared to creating dynamic environments attractive to a broad range of use groups. Execution of the tenanting
strategy through lease-up is accomplished with support from regional and/or national brokers as the project
and market may dictate. We have relationships with all the major brokerage firms that have a life science
practice and select a broker based on the local reputation of the firm, its leaders, and staff. For example, JLL is
managing lease-up for the Electric Works project, but the overall tenanting strategy and successful pre-leasing
was accomplished by the relationships Ancora fostered in the local market.
Operational and Programmatic \ Ancora has a long-standing relationship with BioLabs, a national, premier
provider and operator of co-working spaces for life science startups in key biotech innovation clusters. Josh
Parker’s collaboration with BioLabs in its initial Cambridge operation led to the launch of NCBioLabs at the
Chesterfield. BioLabs has expressed interest in this project for expansion and can differentiate its offerings
in Durham, based on the space needs of the local life sciences industry. Carr Workplaces is strategic partner
for coworking/flex office space management, and we are pursuing projects together in selected markets. We
regularly collaborate with research and analytic organizations, private R&D companies, accelerators, and
workforce training organizations. These relationships, provide valuable market and sector perspectives, and more
importantly, advance the longer-term goals of economic well-being in a community.
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Ancora Project Team /
As noted in our cover letter, we are submitting our qualifications to serve both as master developer for the
project, and as lead developer for the commercial component. For the most part, we see these two roles
as highly integrated, and hence most members of our team will move seamlessly between one developer
role and the other.
Josh Parker will serve as the high-level lead with the City of Durham, including both its business
community and the broader community at large, while also helping the project team to establish the
vision for the project. Peter Calkins will serve as Project Executive and manage day-to-day responsibilities
of the project, with respect to both master planning and commercial development. Nicole Morrill
will take a lead role in public-private-partnership engagement and with interface with our residential
development partner, and support Peter in managing the overall development process. Philip Storch will
coordinate and manage all construction activity. John Philipchuck will lead underwriting and financing
activities. Ancora’s Connections & Insights team will be intensively engaged at the front end with respect
to community engagement and any potential role that local anchor institutions might play in the project
and will remain involved throughout the life of the project. In this area, Ursula Powidzki will manage
the market assessments and recruit potential partners and tenants, and Holden Thorp will open doors
to both national and Research Triangle organizations and help shape potential collaborations while
being a resource with respect to local university research, translation, and commercialization enterprise.
Local team members will leverage relationships in the Durham tech and life science community during
construction and lease- up. Ancora will tap the guidance of public relations and communication firms as
the project launches and matures.
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JOSH PARKER / Charmain and Chief Executive Officer
Josh Parker is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Ancora. Mr. Parker
is a national leader in the anchor institution, life sciences, and innovation real
estate sectors benefiting from over 19 years of unique real estate experience in
adaptive re-use, urban redevelopment, innovation and entrepreneurship initiatives,
and university leased real estate. Mr. Parker formed Ancora and led its successful
capitalization and spinout from Baltimore-based Cross Street Partners, where Mr.
Parker spent three years as Chief Investment Officer, leading the firms’ investment
and development activities with one year rotating as the firm’s Managing Partner.
Mr. Parker maintains an equity interest and advisory role at Cross Street.

Education
Bachelor of Science, Finance
North Carolina Central University
Diploma
Commercial Theatre Institute

Memberships
Urban Land Institute Member
ULI University Development and
Innovation Council
Select Service Board
Trustee of The Duke School, Treasurer
and Chair of the Finance Committee
President of Preservation Durham
Chair of the Cultural Advisory Board
Civic Center Authority

Prior to joining Cross Street, Mr. Parker was a Development Director for Wexford
Science & Technology: A BioMed Realty Company. He led development and
investment activities for the firm in the St. Louis and Research Triangle/ Durham
markets. Mr. Parker helped drive the transformation of Wexford’s legacy operation,
building University Research Facilities, into a platform creating university-centered
Knowledge Communities. This model was highlighted by the Brookings Institution
in its study “The Rise of Innovation Districts”. This visionary transformation of
Wexford and subsequent merger with BioMed Realty Trust provided Mr. Parker the
opportunity to develop ideas with some of the country’s top thought leaders in the
innovation and entrepreneurial real estate space.
After a stint as a production manager in New York theatre, Mr. Parker began his real
estate career in 2001 with Blue Devil Ventures on the development of West Village,
a 500,000 SF adaptive reuse of former tobacco warehouses in Durham. West Village
sparked a revitalization in downtown Durham that has resulted in over $2.5B of
public and private investment since West Village Phase I was completed. In 2004
he was appointed Director of Development with Niemann Capital. With Niemann,
Mr. Parker led the development pipeline of over 3.5 million square feet of adaptive
reuse and urban infill projects in Missouri, Rhode Island, Maine and North Carolina.
At Blue Devil Ventures and Niemann Capital, Mr. Parker developed a number of
innovative real estate projects that shaped his passion and enthusiasm for urban
revitalization, community development and historic preservation.
In 2008 Mr. Parker started his own development firm, TBL Group, to focus on urban
infill and historic adaptive reuse projects with a Triple Bottom Line approach. He
consulted for several development companies looking to utilize historic adaptive
reuse incentives and creative public private partnership structures. He led the
development of projects in North Carolina and South Carolina before joining Wexford
and bringing his North Carolina development, The Chesterfield, into the firm.
Mr. Parker is committed to and devotes significant time to public service. He is a
full member of the Urban Land Institute and sits on the University Development &
Innovation Council. He also serves on the Selective Service Board, appointed during
the Obama Administration. In Durham, Mr. Parker has served as a Trustee of The
Duke School (including serving as Treasurer and Chair of the Finance Committee),
President of Preservation Durham (Chair of the Cultural Advisory Board) and as a
member of the Civic Center Authority.
Mr. Parker graduated from North Carolina Central University with a degree in
Finance and received a Diploma from the Commercial Theatre Institute in New York.
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PETER CALKINS / Project Executive
Peter Calkins is a seasoned real estate executive with deep experience in the
planning, development, and management of mixed-use, technology- focused
projects, often created in concert with significant institutional partners. Over
twenty-six years with Forest City Enterprises / Realty Trust (acquired by Brookfield
Properties in December 2018), Peter was responsible for the development of nearly
3 million square feet of office and R&D space for the life sciences industry, ranging
from biotech start-ups through major pharma companies to the research arms of
major medical institutions, generally in campus environments that also featured
extensive market rate and affordable residential options as well as retail and public
open space components.

Education
Master of Architecture
Harvard University
Bachelor of Arts with Honors
Washington University in St. Louis

Memberships
Urban Land Institute Member
Leadership Team for HealthCare and Life
Sciences Council
NAIOP

At University Park at MIT, an award-winning campus development in Cambridge,
MA, Mr. Calkins led the development process for a series of research buildings for
Millennium Pharmaceuticals / Takeda, as well as a unique facility for the Partners
Healthcare System that brought together researchers from both the Mass General
and the Brigham & Williams Hospitals. In addition to the vertical development,
Mr. Calkins also oversaw the design and installation of most of University Park’s
interconnected network of parks and open spaces.
In Baltimore, Mr. Calkins led planning and development for the Science +
Technology Park at Johns Hopkins, a still-underway initiative that currently features
500,000 SF of combined institutional/corporate research facilities together with
the State of Maryland’s Public Health Laboratory. Set within a broader public/
private development initiative that is effectively re-establishing an entire 88-acre
neighborhood adjacent to the Johns Hopkins Medical Center now known as Eager
Park, the master plan for this project also encompasses significant residential
development, both market rate and affordable, as well as a hotel and a 5 acrecommunity park. The project entailed an extensive community engagement process
with a strong focus on minority participation. In his last years with Forest City, Mr.
Calkins joined the company’s Washington, DC team advancing development of The
Yards, a burgeoning new 48-acre waterfront neighborhood developed in a public/
private partnership with the GSA, where he focused on master planning for The
Yards’ second phase and securing a lease with the project’s first major office tenant,
enabling the launch of that second phase, while also assuming the primary interface
role with the GSA.
Mr. Calkins holds a Bachelor of Arts degree with honors from Washington University
in St. Louis and a Master of Architecture from Harvard University. He has been a
long-time member of both NAIOP and the ULI, where he helped to found and for six
years served on the leadership team for the HealthCare and Life Sciences Council.
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PHILLIP STORCH / VP, Construction
In his role as Vice President of Construction, Mr. Storch oversees all construction
activities for the firm. Mr. Storch has managed construction projects for both
general contractors and real estate companies over his 17 years in construction and
real estate. He began his career with a small general contractor out of northern
Virginia working on both residential and commercial construction. After several
years in the field, Mr. Storch joined Washington REIT as a project manager while
concurrently pursuing his master’s in real estate development. Ultimately, Mr.
Storch assumed broad management responsibility for all construction and project
management activity at Washington REIT. Over his career, Mr. Storch has managed
construction projects totaling more than $300M in value.

Education
Master of Science, Real Estate
Development
George Mason University
Bachelor of Arts, Government
George Mason University
Credentials
LEED Green Associate

Mr. Storch’s experience encompasses all aspects of design and construction within
multiple asset classes, including industrial, medical, office, residential and retail.
He has managed projects requiring collaboration with jurisdictions, public utilities,
and multiple stakeholders outside of the direct project owners, contractors, and
design professionals. His experience managing both ground-up construction
and interior fit-ups has enabled him to provide a bridge between the two phases,
ultimately delivering a cohesively crafted product positioned to enhance the longterm life cycle of the asset.
Mr. Storch received a Bachelor of Arts in Government and International Relations
and a Master of Science in Real Estate Development from George Mason University.
He is a LEED Green Associate and an active member of NAOIP Northern Virginia.

Memberships
NAIOP Northern Virginia Member
Government Relations Co-Chair, NAIOP
Northern Virginia
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URSULA POWIDZKI / SVP, Research and Insights
Ms. Powidzki’s 30+ year career has explored and embraced the cross-section of
commercial real estate and economic development. Her role at Ancora taps into both
disciplines. Ms. Powidzki assesses potential new markets and institutional partners,
and actively finds, develops and often sources funding for partnerships and tenants
that generate innovation buzz and substance. She came to Ancora from Cross Street
Partners, a Baltimore-based real estate development firm, where she was Vice
President of Innovation. She worked on anchor-driven and New Markets Tax Credit
supported projects at Cortex in St. Louis, Providence, Baltimore and Augusta, GA.

Education
Executive MBA
The Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania
Bachelor of Arts, Urban Studies
Brown University

Memberships
Association of University Research Parks
and SSTI
Urban Land Institute Member
Advisory Board, Betamore
University of Maryland MIPS Program
Founder, Baltimore Tree Trust

Ms. Powidzki led the core economic development functions for the State of
Maryland’s Department of Commerce, including finance, strategic industries,
and business development. During her six years there, she established robust
connections with the region’s technology entrepreneurs and organizations,
universities, and investors. Ms. Powidzki secured State and Federal funding for a
cybersecurity incubator at the UMBC research park, the national Cyber Center of
Excellence (sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies), and
the first two health tech accelerator cohorts in conjunction with Johns Hopkins and
Philadelphia-based DreamIt. Ms. Powidzki was also instrumental in re-capitalizing
the State financed Maryland Venture Fund and recruiting a professional venture
capital manager.
Prior to the Department of Commerce, she was a senior portfolio manager with
MMA, a US publicly held real estate finance company, and subsequently, an
affiliated company, IHS, that invested in multi-family and land development
projects and companies in South Africa. She played a leading role in establishing
the infrastructure for the $225M South African equity fund, and at MMA, managed
diverse debt and equity portfolios in commercial real estate.
Ms. Powidzki earned a B.A. from Brown University and completed Executive MBA
coursework at the Wharton School. She is an active member of the Association of
University Research Parks and SSTI, a national non- profit organization focused
on regional technology-driven innovation. Ms. Powidzki is on the advisory board of
the Baltimore accelerator Betamore and a long-time reviewer for the University of
Maryland MIPS program, which matches UMD faculty with startup and mid-sized
technology firms on product development collaborations.
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NICOLE MORRILL / SVP, Construction and Development
As the Senior Vice President of Development & Construction, Ms. Morrill oversees all
development and construction activities for the firm. Over the course of her nearly 20
years in commercial real estate, Ms. Morrill has led development and construction
projects totaling $2.7B in value and 25.7M SF in size for both private firms and
public companies. Her experience is across the full life cycle of development and
multiple asset classes including complicated, phased projects.
She began her career in real estate private equity with The Carlyle Group where she
helped manage asset performance and investment strategy for select real estate
assets. She departed The Carlyle Group to pursue a MBA at Duke University and
transition to a career in development. While in Durham she completed a mentored
study program with Blue Devil Ventures focused on the first phase of West Village, the
historic adaptive reuse project of the abandoned Liggett & Meyers’ tobacco factories.
Education
Master of Business Administration
The Fuqua School of Business at Duke
University
Bachelor of Science, Commerce
University of Virginia
Credentials
LEED Green Associate
Memberships
Urban Land Institute Member
CREW
NAIOP
Board of Trustees for The Langley
School, a K-8 Independent School in
McLean, VA

After business school, Ms. Morrill worked for Buchanan Partners, where she managed
all aspects of the development process of a Joint Venture with the Stanford University
endowment fund. Located near Dulles Airport, Arcola Center is a 300-acre project
comprised of office, small and large-format retail, flex, industrial, low and high
density residential, new public and private infrastructure, and a heritage site.
She joined Monday Properties to focus on transit-oriented development projects. She
redeveloped two aging office buildings in the core of Rosslyn to become a 515,000
SF LEED Platinum office tower and a 350,000 SF LEED Silver residential tower with
a ground floor grocery store. Significant attention was given to studying and designing
the public open space component to ensure activation and permeability.
Ms. Morrill moved on to join Foulger Pratt, a real estate development firm with a longterm investment focus and extensive experience executing mixed-use, transit-oriented
projects throughout the Washington DC area. She oversaw development for Tysons
Central, a 385,000 SF, $200M office and retail tower adjacent to a Metro stop.
She also oversaw the development of Research Row, a Joint Venture with Alexandria
Real Estate Equities, to bring much needed amenities to their otherwise isolated lab
facility. She also managed the pre-development for Beckert’s Park, a $126M, 325unit mixed use apartment project in the Capitol Hill neighborhood of DC.
Prior to joining Ancora, Ms. Morrill led development at WashREIT, a multi-asset
class REIT based in Washington DC. She executed on covered land plays, portfolio
densification strategies, and oversaw the firm’s long-term development pipeline.
Among the projects she oversaw were The Trove, a 400-unit apartment building in
Arlington County utilizing its Form Based Code and Riverside, a five-building, 767unit apartment project in one of Fairfax County’s revitalization districts.
Ms. Morrill received a Bachelor of Science in Commerce from the University of
Virginia and an MBA from The Fuqua School of Business at Duke University. She is a
LEED Green Associate and an active member of CREW, the Urban Land Institute, and
NAIOP. She is a Trustee for The Langley School, a K-8 independent school in McLean,
Virginia. Nicole is also a member of the McLean Planning Committee, an advisory
body to the County Supervisor tasked with advancing the revitalization of downtown
McLean.
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JOHN PHILIPCHUCK/ Chief Investment Officer
John Philipchuck is the Chief Investment Officer of Ancora. Mr. Philipchuck has 17
years of global investment and development experience working with some of the
world’s leading real estate companies, spanning all institutional real estate sectors
across public and private debt and equity structures.
Prior to co-founding Ancora, Mr. Philipchuck was the Founder and Managing Partner
of Impactus LLC, a global real estate advisory firm. Before launching Impactus, he
was the Director of Research and Strategy at TH Real Estate (TIAA/Nuveen) where
he served as a voting member of Americas Investment Committee guiding TH’s
$110B global debt and equity portfolio.

Education
Bachelor of Science, Finance and Real
Estate
Indiana University
Bachelor of Arts, Urban Studies
Brown University

Memberships
Urban Land Institute Member
Urban Land Institute Global Exchange
Council
Advisory Board for Indiana University
Real Estate Studies

Mr. Philipchuck has previous experience at private equity firm Harrison Street Real
Estate Capital in Chicago where he led research efforts into life sciences/laboratory
real estate and supported the $1.9B take-private of student housing REIT Campus
Crest Communities (NYSE:CCG).
Prior to Harrison Street, Mr. Philipchuck led Americas Real Estate Research and
Strategy at the sovereign wealth fund of the Government of Singapore, GIC Real
Estate, in San Francisco. At GIC, he participated in the strategic acquisition of the
IndCor industrial portfolio from Blackstone for $8.1 billion and the purchase of 101
California, a 1.25M SF office building in San Francisco alongside Canadian pension
plan CPPIB and Hines.
Mr. Philipchuck began his career in the Midwest region managing a variety of
real estate development projects, including land entitlement, retail, industrial,
apartments, mixed-use, senior housing, student housing, single family homes and
master-planned communities.
Mr. Philipchuck earned his Bachelor of Science in Finance/Real Estate with a
concentration in International Studies and a minor in Spanish from the Kelley
School of Business at Indiana University. As a student, he founded the Collegiate
Real Estate Conference in Chicago. Since its founding, thousands of students from
top-tier universities around the U.S. have been introduced to career paths in real
estate.
Mr. Philipchuck has been quoted in the New York Times and authored several
articles published by leading industry organizations, including Pension Real
Estate Association (PREA) and the Counselors of Real Estate (CRE). He has been
a member of NCREIF, PREA and the Urban Land Institute’s Research Forum,
Technology Forum, and Global Exchange Council. He is a Past President of the
Indiana University Real Estate Club and serves on the advisory board of the Indiana
University Center for Real Estate Studies.
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JEFF KINGSBURY / Chief Connectivity Officer
Jeff Kingsbury is a partner and Chief Connectivity Officer of Ancora. Mr. Kingsbury
leads our Connections & Insights team, encompassing research, planning,
placemaking, partnership development, programming, and activation. He also is
engaged in the firm’s adaptive reuse and redevelopment of the 39-acre, 1.2M SF
historic General Electric campus in downtown Fort Wayne, Indiana as a mixed-use
district of innovation, energy, and culture.

Education
Graduate Certificate in Business
Administration
Ball State University
Bachelor of Science, Urban Planning &
Development
Ball State University
Professional Certificate in Land
Development
Northern Illinois University
Professional Certificate in Construction
Management
Northern Illinois University

Memberships
Urban Land Institute Member
Urban Land Institute Redevelopment
and Reuse Council

Mr. Kingsbury’s experience includes over twenty-five years in the planning
and development of urban, suburban, and rural communities throughout the
United States, encompassing over 35,000 acres. He has been a principal in the
development and disposition of over $630M in real estate, and consulted on
planning, economic development, and regulatory issues for private sector clients
as well as cities, counties, and non-profit organizations in sixteen states and two
foreign countries. Mr. Kingsbury has been a senior advisor to Cherokee, the leading
private equity firm investing capital and expertise in brownfield redevelopment, with
more than $2B under management.
Prior to Ancora, Mr. Kingsbury founded Greenstreet Ltd., a strategic planning and
real estate practice focusing on anchor institutions, including hospitals, academic
medical centers, colleges, universities, museums and utilities, to develop shared
value solutions to accomplish the anchor’s enterprise objectives and community
development goals. Before founding Greenstreet in 2004, Mr. Kingsbury held
principal and executive positions with real estate development firms in Denver,
Boise, and Chicago.
Mr. Kingsbury holds degrees in environmental design and urban planning and
development from the College of Architecture and Planning, Ball State University,
where he also served on the Board of Trustees. An active member of the Urban Land
Institute, he has chaired the Redevelopment and Reuse Council and the Sustainable
Development Council of ULI, and served on several national Advisory Services
Panels, as a juror for the Institute’s Global Awards for Excellence, and an advisor for
the Committee on Climate Change, Land Use, and Energy. He is a co-author of the
book Developing Sustainable Planned Communities (ULI, 2007), a peer reviewer of
the text Professional Real Estate Development, 3rd Edition (ULI, 2012), as well as
a teacher and frequent speaker for such organizations as the Society for College and
University Planning, Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges,
The Conservation Fund, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the National
Association of Home Builders, and the Urban Land Institute.
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HOLDEN THORP/ Senior Advisor, Connections and Insights
Holden Thorp is Ancora’s Senior Advisor, Connections & Insights, focused on
University relationships. As an entrepreneur, scientist, researcher, professor, and
former university leader, Dr. Thorp brings a deep understanding of the ecosystem to
anchor-driven projects.
Dr. Thorp became Editor-in-Chief of the Science family of journals in October 2019.
He came to Science from Washington University, where he was provost from 2013
to 2019 and where he is Rita Levi-Montalcini Distinguished University Professor. He
holds appointments in both chemistry and medicine.
Thorp joined Washington University after spending three decades at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), where he served as the 10th chancellor from
2008 through 2013.
Education
Doctorate of Chemistry
California Institute of Technology
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
University of North Carolina

Memberships
Fellow, American Academy of Arts and
Sciences
Fellow, National Academy of Inventors
Fellow, American Association for the
Advancement of Science
Board of Directors, College Advising
Corps
Board of Directors, Artizan Biosciences

A North Carolina native, Dr. Thorp started at UNC as an undergraduate student and
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry in 1986. He earned a doctorate
in chemistry in 1989 at the California Institute of Technology, working with Harry
B. Gray on inorganic photochemistry. He completed postdoctoral work at Yale
University with Gary W. Brudvig, working on model compounds and reactions for
the manganese cluster in the photosynthetic reaction center. He holds an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from North Carolina Wesleyan College and is a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Inventors, and
the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
In his research career, Dr. Thorp studied electron-transfer reactions of nucleic
acids, developed technology for electronic DNA chips, and cofounded Viamet
Pharmaceuticals, which developed oteseconazole. Viamet is now held by Mycovia
Pharmaceuticals, and in preparation for a new drug application in 2021 following
successful Phase 3 trials. Dr. Thorp is a venture partner at Hatteras Venture
Partners, a consultant to Ancora, and is on the board of directors of the College
Advising Corps and Artizan Biosciences.
Dr. Thorp is the coauthor, with Buck Goldstein, of two books on higher education:
Engines of Innovation: The Entrepreneurial University in the Twenty-First Century,
and Our Higher Calling: Rebuilding the Partnership Between America and its
Colleges and Universities, both from UNC Press.
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02-Relevant Project Experience /
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Fort Wayne, Indiana /

Electric Works
Relevant to qualifications as Master Developer and Commercial Developer
Electric Works is the mixed-use redevelopment and reuse of
the historic former General Electric campus in downtown Ft.
Wayne, Indiana. The project is a public-private partnership
between Ancora Partners (as lead developer for RTM Ventures
LLC) and the City of Fort Wayne, Allen County, and the
State of Indiana, and is one of the most important economic
development initiatives in the state.
The full campus comprises 39 acres including 18 historic
buildings and is master-planned for more than 1.2 million
SF of space with office, educational, innovation, retail,
residential, hotel and entertainment uses that will be
developed across four phases. Ancora is currently developing
the first phase, West Campus, consisting of 730,000 SF of
commercial gross leasable area. Office uses are anchored by
a 200,000 lease for the global headquarters for Do It Best
Corp., Indiana’s largest private company, and a new medical
clinic and innovation research space for Parkview Health,
a regional healthcare leader. Other uses include a STEAM
School and numerous R&D-focused organizations. This
phase also features a 57,000 SF innovation center offering
programming and flexible lease terms for creators and aspiring
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entrepreneurs, and a 35,000 SF Market that will feature a
combination of local and national food and beverage vendors
along with a demonstration kitchen. The 18 buildings will be
linked with an extensive network of active and passive outdoor
plazas, courtyards, and parks. Financing for this Phase
closed in January 2021 and utilizes among other sources
federal historic tax credits (the largest allocation in the State
of Indiana), Indiana Redevelopment and Industrial Recovery
(DINO) tax credits, New Markets Tax Credits, and significant
funding from the local Capital Improvement Board. Phase One
is 68% leased and will open in late 2022.
Phase Two, also led by Ancora, will include 230 market
rate apartments,70 age-restricted affordable apartments,
a 1,140-space parking garage, an early childhood learning
center, a health and fitness center, and additional retail. The
project has received a large TIF commitment from the City of
Fort Wayne. State tax credits and Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits are also being pursued and the likelihood of receiving
an allocation of both is deemed highly likely. Phase Two has
been fully designed and is scheduled to break ground in the
first quarter of 2022.

Location Fort Wayne, IN / Size 730,284 SF (Phase One), 1.8 million SF master plan / Program Office, Lab, Innovation, Retail, Residential,
Education / Year Completed Phase One Underway / Public Sector Involvement Funding Assistance Including Federal Historic Tax Credits, State
DINO and Redevelopment Tax Credits, New Markets Tax Credits, Local Capital Improvement Board Grants / Construction Cost $280 (Phase One),
$112M (Phase 2) / Financing Equity & Lender: Ancora, Private Family Office, Midland States Bank

Project Relevance \ Electric Works is highly relevant to Ancora’s qualifications for the 505 W. Chapel
Hill Street project. It is a complex, master-planned, mixed-use, phased project featuring commercial
space that supports and enables employment opportunities for the local population, together
with a significant amount of affordable and market rate housing. Electric Works also highlights
Ancora’s ability to successfully navigate the complexities of adaptive reuse of historic buildings.
Electric Works will return numerous abandoned, historic buildings to productive use, and is being
successfully developed through a very complex multi-party public-private partnership. The property
is in a downtown urban center very similar to Durham and shares similar goals with respect to the
community’s hopes for what the redeveloped property will bring to the downtown area.

Relevance to role as
Residential w/ affordable housing component

Master
Developer

Commercial
Developer
n/a

Commercial w/ employment-generating space
Mixed-use in Durham or similar urban context
Master Dev. delivering complex, mixed-use project

n/a

Successful public-private partnership
Rehabilitation of historic structure to productive use
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Master
Developer

Commercial
Developer

Residential w/ affordable housing component

n/a

n/a

Commercial w/ employment-generating space

n/a

Mixed-use in Durham or similar urban context

n/a

Master Dev. delivering complex, mixed-use project

n/a

Successful public-private partnership

n/a

Rehabilitation of historic structure to productive use

n/a

Relevance to role as
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n/a

Durham, North Carolina /

The Chesterfield
Relevant to qualifications as Commercial Developer
Josh Parker was the original developer of The Chesterfield project in the West Village neighborhood
of Durham, North Carolina until he sold it to Wexford Science & Technology and then led the
development process on their behalf. The $110 million historic preservation project is anchored by
Duke University, which leases 120,000 square feet, and NCBiolabs, a 42,000 square foot life science
innovation center. NCBiolabs was created by Josh Parker and Johannes Fruehauf of Cambridge’s Lab
Central as the first expansion of the life science co-working model outside of Cambridge.
Environmental abatement and select demolition work on the 7-story, 284,000 square foot warehouse
building was required, and financing for core and shell construction closed in June 2015. NMTCs
were used to fund the high up-front costs of tenant build-out for start-up technology and life science
companies, which transformed this vacant, languishing factory building into a center of gravity for the
emerging entrepreneurial ecosystem in downtown Durham.
The Chesterfield building was originally constructed in 1948 as a cigarette manufacturing factory for
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, which utilized the facility until it moved productions outside of
downtown Durham in 1999. Although this prominent building is in a district with numerous converted
warehouses, and on a major east-west artery connecting Duke Medical Center, Duke East Campus and
downtown, The Chesterfield languished for many years, including through foreclosure as it presented
significant challenge for redevelopment given its bulky square shape and limited onsite parking.
The design strategy promoted by Mr. Parker for the redevelopment solved this by creating a large
internal atrium which, along with new windows and storefronts, increased the amount of natural light
in workspaces and enhanced the building’s street presence. Mr. Parker also acquired, on Wexford’s
behalf, a nearby site for the construction of a 600-space parking deck. With the programmatic issue
solved, Mr. Parker was able to secure Duke University as an anchor tenant and build a life science
innovation strategy around the project.

Location Durham, NC \ Size 284,000 SF \ Program Office, Lab, Innovation, Retail \ Year Completed 2012
Public Sector Involvement Funding Assistance Including Federal Historic Tax Credits, State Mill Credits, New Markets
Tax Credits \ Construction Cost $110 M \ Financing Equity & Lender: BioMed Realty Trust, Tax Credits as Noted

Project Relevance \ The Chesterfield is an early precedent in Durham for what could be
accomplished at 505 W. Chapel Hill Street. It exists in large measure because of Mr. Parker’s focus
on solving the challenges presented by an unwieldly historic structure, and his success attracting
Duke University to a downtown location. In addition, Ursula Powidzki played a role, while with Cross
Street Partners working on behalf of Wexford, in securing the necessary tax credit funding sources
to supplement Wexford’s access to core equity. Because of the results generated by these current
members of the Ancora team, the Chesterfield has become a thriving mixed-use center offering
office, lab, innovation, and retail space.
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St. Louis, Missouri /

Cortex Innovation Community
Relevant to qualifications as Master Developer and Commercial Developer
The Cortex Innovation Community is a vibrant mixeduse technology district integrated into St. Louis’ historic
Central West End and Forest Park Southeast residential
neighborhoods. Founded to promote tech development, Cortex
has been central to the dramatic growth of a bustling regional
technology and life science industry, in and around urban
St. Louis. Located among nationally ranked universities and
medical centers, Cortex is bordered by Washington University
in St. Louis, and the campuses of Saint Louis University,
University of Missouri-St. Louis and Barnes-Jewish Hospital.
Ancora CEO Josh Parker, while with Wexford Science &
Technology, led the planning and positioning of Cortex as
a mixed-use knowledge district built on the foundation
of innovation. The Cortex master plan is built around the
components of a Knowledge Community, providing a lively
setting in which to work, live, play, and learn. Cortex is
thoughtfully designed as an urban neighborhood full of 18/7
activity. Housing, retail, hotels, open spaces, and public

amenities are all part of the development to attract young
entrepreneurs and small companies in addition to seasoned
scientists, large, innovative corporations and local residents.
Companies located within Cortex thrive due to their close
proximity to other leading science and technology companies,
and the growing St. Louis innovation ecosystem.
The full Cortex Innovation Community master plan
encompasses 200 acres with the first two phases spanning
approximately 30 acres, with 800,000 SF of development.
Josh Parker was Project Executive for the development
of Phase 1, which included development of @4240, a
202,000 SF LEED Platinum adaptive re-use of a former AT&T
manufacturing facility for office and lab space. The design
of @4240 has been infused with flexible, open, unstructured
work areas that support unconventional workplace
arrangements, and activated spaces to support events,
programming, and networking opportunities.

PROJECT RELEVANCE / Ancora CEO Josh Parker planned and led the development while employed at Wexford Science &
Technology. Dennis Lower served as the CEO of the Cortex Innovation Community and worked in close partnership with Parker
on the planning and development of the district. Ursula Powidzki led the securing of New Markets Tax Credit awards and
the accompanying community engagement agreement through Cross Street Partners for Wexford. The Cortex district offers
technology and life science tenants the opportunity for partnerships with Washington University School of Medicine and
Washington University School of Engineering and proximity to investigators at the Barnes Jewish Hospital and the St Louis
Children’s Hospital. Parker worked closely with Chancellor Mark Wrighton and Provost Holden Thorp to envision programmatic
infrastructure within the University that could connect to Cortex tenants. Tenants have access to innovation resources including
BioGenerator, the Center for Emerging Technologies, and CIC St. Louis. Parker worked with Lower on a successful TIGER
grant to support planning and development of a Metro Link Station and worked collaborated with the Cortex partners on new
public infrastructure that includes a central commons, Duncan and Clayton Avenue Streetscapes and the new MODOT I-64
Interchange.

Location St. Louis, MO \ Size 286,000 SF \ Program Office, Research
Year Completed 2012 \ Public Sector Development Financial Advisory
Construction Cost $130 M \ Financing Equity & Lender: BioMed Realty Trust

Relevance to role as
Residential w/ affordable housing component

Master
Developer

Commercial
Developer
n/a

Commercial w/ employment-generating space
Mixed-use in Durham or similar urban context
Master Dev. delivering complex, mixed-use project

n/a

Successful public-private partnership
Rehabilitation of historic structure to productive use
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Baltimore, Maryland /

Lion Brothers Building
Relevant to qualifications as Commercial Developer
Location Baltimore, MD \ Size 25,000 SF \ Program Office and Collaboration Space for Companies and Institutions
Year Completed 2018 \ Public Sector University of Maryland Lease \ Construction Cost $8 M \ Financing US Bank and Private Family Office

The redevelopment of the landmark
Lion Brothers Building, a three-story
industrial building in West Baltimore
with a rich manufacturing history,
created new opportunities for Baltimore’s
growing companies and institutions while
bringing new vitality and investment
to the Hollins Market neighborhood in
West Baltimore. Developed by Cross
Street Partners under Josh Parker’s
leadership, the key to success at Lion
Brothers was the development team’s
creativity in building links to the local
anchor institutions – in this case the
University of Maryland Baltimore and
University of Maryland Baltimore County.
UMB’s Graduate Research Innovation
District, or GRID, established its
headquarters at Lion Brothers, creating
a vibrant education hub for students,
entrepreneurs, faculty, and staff to

collaborate on developing solutions to various health and social challenges. The balance of the building was leased to a broad
range of local companies and entrepreneurs. More recently, UMB relocated the GRID operation to an on-campus location, in
order to enable the ion Building to accommodate the expansion of early-stage companies that outgrew their incubator spaces.
The Lion Brothers Building is a prime example of the power that anchor institutions can offer as economic development
catalysts in their communities.
Listed on the U.S. National Register of Historic Places, redevelopment of the Lion Brothers Building required sensitivity and
attention to detail. The development team took care to preserve both the building’s fabric, and its story, to meet historic
preservation standards by stabilizing the original structure, masonry frame and glazing systems, while installing completely new
systems serving the building and its occupants.
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Master
Developer

Commercial
Developer

Residential w/ affordable housing component

n/a

n/a

Commercial w/ employment-generating space

n/a

Mixed-use in Durham or similar urban context

n/a

Master Dev. delivering complex, mixed-use project

n/a

Successful public-private partnership

n/a

Rehabilitation of historic structure to productive use

n/a

Relevance to role as

n/a

PROJECT RELEVANCE / The Lion Brothers Building represents the successful redevelopment and repurposing of a historic structure,
for uses generating employment and economic activity. It is mixed-use in the sense that it brought institutional and commercial uses
together in a single facility. It is located in an urban context quite like downtown Durham. Its use of federal historic tax credits is a
form of public-private partnership.
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Baltimore, Maryland /

S+TP @ Johns Hopkins, Eager Park
Relevant to qualifications as Master Developer and Commercial Developer
The “East Baltimore Initiative” is a comprehensive publicprivate partnership sponsored by the City of Baltimore,
Johns Hopkins University, and the Johns Hopkins Health
System, with support from the Commonwealth of Maryland
and several foundations, to redevelop an 88-acre district
of land located just north of the Johns Hopkins Medicine
campus in East Baltimore. Once an economically healthy,
thriving community, East Baltimore had suffered from years
of disinvestment, blight, and crime. The East Baltimore
Redevelopment Project set out an ambitious plan to stabilize
and revitalize the neighborhood into a healthier, thriving
community, though a series of responsible development
initiatives that included physical improvements, societal
training programs, enhanced educational programs and a
range of economic and employment opportunities generated
by the redevelopment process itself and by a new science
park to be developed adjacent to Johns Hopkins Medicine.
The Forest City – New East Baltimore Partnership (“FCNEBP), a joint venture of Forest City Enterprises and a group
of local minority developers and contractors, was selected as
the Master Developer for the first phase of development, the
31 acres most proximate to Johns Hopkins Medicine, which
included all of the proposed science park. Peter Calkins,
Ancora’s designated Project Executive for 505 W. Chapel Hill
Street, led the planning process that established a Phase I
Master Plan calling for 1.25 million square feet of lab and
office space, 1,200 residential units, retail services and a
community park. Construction launched in 2006 on the first
life science building, a 281,000 square foot research facility,

while at the same time, FC-NEBP transferred rights to the
first two residential sites to a local sub-development team
who commenced construction on 270 units of affordable and
workforce housing.
As development continued, FC-NEBP delivered two additional
life science buildings, one that was commercially leased
and one dedicated to a new public Health Laboratory for the
Commonwealth of Maryland, and several local residential
developers continued to deliver a mix of market rate and
affordable housing, including some intended for ownership.
EBDI and Johns Hopkins University together developed a
significant graduate student housing facility and created a
new K-8 Henderson-Hopkins neighborhood magnet school,
and another sub-development team delivered a new Marriott
Residence Inn. The original 31-acre Master Plan was
expanded to encompass the entire 88 acres, which resulted
in the creation of a significant, five-acre public park in the
center of the district. While a locally based project director
and staff implemented much of the direct work in these years,
Mr. Calkins’s responsibilities continued to focus on strategy
and oversight, including frequent meetings with various
public-private project stakeholders. In 2019, with the rights
EBDI had initially been granted from the City about to expire,
Mr. Calkins led negotiations with EBDI, Johns Hopkins and
the City that successfully enabled an extension of the LDDA
and FC-NEBP’s MDA, a process that was completed shortly
before Forest City was acquired by an organization that
subsequently divested itself of the project.

Relevance to role as
Residential w/ affordable housing component

Master
Developer

Commercial
Developer
n/a

Commercial w/ employment-generating space
Mixed-use in Durham or similar urban context
Master Dev. delivering complex, mixed-use project
Successful public-private partnership
Rehabilitation of historic structure to productive use
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n/a

PROJECT RELEVANCE / The East
Baltimore Initiative was a highly
complex public-private partnership
promoting the development of an
intensely mixed-use district, with
a broad range of stakeholders and
participants. Mr. Calkins’ experience
with this project is highly relevant to
several characteristics of the intended
project at 505 W. Chapel Hill Street,
from both a Master Developer and a
Commercial Developer perspective.

Location Baltimore, MD \ Size 688,000 SF (3 Completed Lab Buildings) \ Program Lab/Office, Residential, Hospitality, Magnet School
Year Completed Varies, Still Underway \ Public Sector Extensive Participation from City and State \ Construction Cost $336 M (for
Completed Commercial Buildings) \ Financing Equity: Forest City, Debt: Various Commercial Lenders
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03-Financial Capacity /
History Raising Capital and Resources /
Ancora has provided guarantees and arranged financing for construction exceeding $300mm
within the last 12 months. Our senior leadership team has deep experience in assembling complex
capital stacks, and in securing public sources of capital for projects in more challenging markets.
Projects such as Electric Works and Lion Brothers Building have tapped a spectrum of available tax
credit financing. These include Historic, New Markets, targeted State programs, and Opportunity
Zone investment. Limited partner equity investors for these projects have ranged from institutional
capital to high net-worth individuals based in the project’s region. Ancora secures debt financing
from national banks and insurance companies for its projects, typically at a 65% LTC.
We will leverage our relationship with Legal & General as evidenced in the financial support letter
for debt and equity investment in this project. We will be able to provide more information on this
relationship and capitalization once the process moves to a Request for Proposal stage.
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Potential Sources of Equity/Debt for this Project /
The commercial projects at 505 W. Chapel Hill will be financed through a combination of debt and equity. Both will be
sourced from the SPE balance sheet commitment noted in the financial capacity section. In addition, Ancora intends to
work with the City of Durham to secure historic status for the Milton Small Building, and then pursue historic tax credits for
its rehabilitation. Ancora is also well versed in identifying and securing local (TIF), State, and Federal sources of capital
for projects requiring more advantageous terms to accommodate a more diverse tenant composition (start-ups, accelerators,
shared lab space).

Statement re No Loan Defaults or Bankruptcy /
Ancora does not currently, and has not within the last ten years, have (had) any loans in default, and has not filed for
bankruptcy, had a project foreclosed upon, or been subject to any government fines.

Statement re Litigation /
Ancora, and its principal officers, have not had any litigation related to real estate filed against them in the past ten years.
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04-Development
Approach /

Vision for Site and its Translation into Reality /
In a role as both Master Developer and lead for the commercial
development aspects of the project, Ancora will be dedicated to
ensuring that this project achieves the City’s five key priorities
for the site Our development approach will be founded upon the
following commitments:
• Alignment between the Master Developer’s capabilities,
experience, and worldview, and that of the City, adjacent
neighborhoods, and the priorities identified in the RFQ.
• Design and site planning that fully embraces the site’s
natural attributes, such as its key location and the grade
change, by enhancing engagement with the surrounding street
environment, employing creative shared parking strategies,
and sensitively featuring the historic, refurbished Milton Small
Building while achieving greater density and activity with a
new office/lab building of up to 450,000 square feet and at
least 280 units of mixed-income housing.
• The importance of assembling a world-class team that will
plan and execute on the vision of establishing a signature
landmark project that reinforces the importance of the site’s
prominent gateway location.
• A community engagement philosophy that emphasizes open
and continual communication and collaboration with the
neighborhood, the local business community, and anchor
institutions that bring life to a physical development.
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Approach to Parking and Open Space /
Achieving a pragmatic, cost-efficient and visually appealing solution to the parking runs parallel
with the equally important approach to creating welcoming, active, and beautiful open spaces. We
recognize the inter-relation between the two objectives.
Parking / Our initial approach to providing
the necessary parking is the construction of a
partially below-grade parking deck (or decks)
to be shared by the project’s commercial and
residential users. This would minimize curb
cuts, maximize overall parking efficiency,
and consolidate parking access, which will
be sited to work with the topography of the
site. The 20 feet of grade change from W.
Chapel Hill St. to Jackson St. provides an
ideal opportunity to deliver efficient and
effectively hidden or well/screened parking
while managing the need for excavation,
limiting shadows that would be cast by large
parking podiums and allowing for more open
viewsheds. The approach will enhance the
potential for open space on the site to take
center stage. During the RFP phase, we will
advance the economics, siting, and design of a
below-grade parking deck.

Open Space / The open space will be public,
inviting, and provide permeability with the
cityscape around it. It will also be designed
to relate to the first-floor office and retail
uses and the residential community, with
pedestrian and bicycle flow through the site.
There is an opportunity to create a destination
at this gateway to downtown Durham that
will mitigate the current isolation of the site
due to existing traffic patterns. Ancora has
partnered with leading landscape architectural
firms that excel in mixed-use urban
environments and in designs that engage
the broader community. We will pursue this
selection with as much focus as we will a
housing partner and general contractor, as
the quality of the open space and its ultimate
acceptance by its community will be a
significant factor in the overall success of
the development. Ancora will also work with
the Durham Public Art Committee and the
Durham Cultural Advisory Board to engage
local artists as partners to curate the open
spaces and buildings with an abundance of
interactive public art.
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Approach to Delivering Affordable/Mixed-Income Housing /
Ancora believes strongly in the synergies that develop when housing – market rate, work force and affordable
– is combined with employment-generating commercial uses and retail services to create a dynamic mixeduse environment where each use can help support the others. The firm and its principals and leaders
bring deep experience creating and implementing master-planned, mixed-use projects with significant
mixed income / affordable residential components. While our core mission is focused on the development
of commercial projects that engage and support growing, employment-generating companies in anchordriven communities we will take on market rate housing to establish a mixed-use community presence. We
generally prefer to partner or align ourselves with specialized affordable residential developers experienced in
the delivery of mixed-income housing to achieve the benefits of a true mixed-use environment. The process
the City has established for the disposition and development of 505 W. Chapel Hill Street presents the
perfect opportunity to implement this strategy. Therefore, Ancora is not seeking a designation as a qualified
lead residential developer but looks forward to the opportunity to partner with a qualified firm as the project
moves to the RFP phase.
As master developer, Ancora will collaborate with its affordable residential development partner to establish
the overarching design vision, siting, and supporting uses for the project. We will jointly examine the
detailed mix of residential units, amenities, scale, design and pricing of the residential components, and
seek to reinforce connections to the other uses and to public space on the site. We will coordinate the siting
and massing of the two new buildings to ensure shadows are minimized and viewsheds are preserved and
enhanced as much as possible. It will be important to draw inspiration from both the character of local
neighborhoods, and the best current thinking on mixed-income urban housing strategies, to ensure that the
residential component of this project achieves all the goals the City has established.
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Approach to Delivering a Mixed-Use Commercial Program on the Site /
505 W. Chapel Hill Street is ideally situated to enable the development of a vibrant, mixed-use commercial program that builds
on the momentum that has already developed in downtown Durham. We envision a mix of research lab, office and retail uses,
together with potentially complementary institutional and/or non-profit (educational, community, arts) uses.
Lab / We anticipate the development of lab space and office
as a significant portion of the commercial program on the
site. Life sciences demand in the downtown Durham market
is strong, and the site is well located to capture some of that
growing demand. We will focus on emerging life sciences
companies in the region that provide a range of careers
and occupations for Durham residents. We also see the
opportunity to present the broader market with a signature
building that can be positioned to attract out-of-market
corporate users.
Office / Office is complementary to lab space and diversifies
the tenant base and potential interactions among companies
eventually located in new and redeveloped commercial
buildings. We will explore whether a flex office approach
(shorter term leases, fully furnished) resonates at this location,
and how we would differentiate it from existing and pending
space in Durham. As discussed elsewhere, growing companies
in the life sciences and tech will provide opportunities for
internships, potential training programs, and ties with NCCU
and Duke.

Retail / Given the site’s distance from downtown retail
nodes, retailers at 505 W. Chapel Hiil Street will be oriented
primarily toward the residents and tenants in the development
and the surrounding neighborhood. During the RFP phase, we
will assess and quantify the size and nature of the retail. We
will also study pedestrian and vehicular patterns to identify
our primary and secondary retail locations.
During the RFP stage we will dig deeper, both in terms of
the physical (site planning, scale of buildings, parking, and
open space as relates to the commercial) and market (specific
types of tenants, the relative mix of lab, office, retail, and
institutional). Our C&I Team will delve into exploring potential
links with nearby anchor institutions, specifically Duke
University and NCCU, both from the perspective of generating
leads to potential users and identifying ways that the uses
established here at the project can support the educational,
work-study and post-graduation opportunities for students.
Options for substantive connections to the housing element,
such child-care or a pre-school, events programming, or health
care services will also be explored.

Approach to Re-Using the Existing Milton Small Building /
As implied throughout our response, Ancora views the Milton Small building as an asset to the overall vision for the site, as it
helps to create a visually appealing overall development, integrating old and new. Ancora intends to pursue historic designation
and secure tax credits and will seek City assistance and support.
Our preliminary assessment of the building for potential re-use as lab and/or office space is encouraging. We will pursue more
detailed analyses during the RFP process to better define cost and potential historic designation limitations. As referenced
earlier in this response, there is early interest from BioLabs in expanding its Durham footprint to this site. Shared lab space
would translate into new employment growth.
The largest challenge with the Milton Small Building is going to be how to redevelop the first floor to actively engage the
adjacent ground plane while working within the confines of a historic designation. However, the Ancora team feels confident
that this can be achieved. At Electric Works, we were able to successfully add more glass and openings, canopies, and
significant communicating landscaping and site work to transform the first floor of former General Electric factories from closed
off conditions to inviting and activated spaces.
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Approach to Community Engagement in Undertaking Development /
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT TOOLS
A series of kick-off meetings with
various constituencies that are more
“problem seeking” than “problem
solving”. These will set the basis for
longer-term relationships, help refine
the objectives identified in the RFQ,
and set more concrete targets and vision
for the development. They may be oneon-one conversations or more organized
listening sessions with groups.
More detailed community workshops
as the design, scale and nature of the
project takes shape, organized jointly
with the City and key organizations.
Digital communication via website and
social media.
In collaboration with the City and
philanthropic organizations, pursuit
of funding sources that support the
presence of extraordinary educational,
arts, health care and entrepreneurial
programming as an integral part of the
new community.

Ancora’s work with anchor institutions in urban settings with multiple constituencies
– not always in lock step as to how to bring a project to life – is solid preparation for
the critical community engagement required to generate the impacts desired by all.
The run-up to Electric Work’s re-development involved dozens of public meetings
and events in a variety of settings. The historic GE campus is an iconic place in Fort
Wayne. We have respected the emotional ties people have to it, while introducing
new elements that speak to Fort Wayne’s future.
Durham has a unique character, history, and future which we will work to integrate
into the project. This includes its neighborhoods with rich African American
histories and communities representing more recent arrivals to the region; tech
and life sciences businesses and local retail and service businesses; arts and
education organizations; academic and medical institutions. With respect to anchor
institutions, North Carolina Central University (NCCU) and Duke University can be
significant links to the commercial and residential vibrancy of the development.
NCCU and its student population (21% of its undergraduate population is over 25
years old) could represent some of 505’s community. We want to explore how the
development can support NCCU’s enrollment and graduation rate objectives through
internships and joint research projects. Duke’s powerful life sciences pipeline
of companies provides momentum for potential lab uses, in addition to as-yetundefined programming connections. These will be pursued during the RFP stage.
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05-Equal Business Opportunity Program /
Ancora is a strong supporter – and implementer - of programs
designed to ensure that the employment benefits derived from
projects we develop flow to a full range of local businesses,
and individuals, including those who may traditionally be
underutilized. Working as we do in urban environments,
this is core to our mission. One consistent principle always
embedded in our work is to find ways to substantively
engage local small, minority-, women- and veteran-owned
businesses and organizations. This approach remains in
place for the entire life cycle of the development: the design
and planning process, the construction phase, leasing and
property management, and subsequent programming for the
residents and commercial tenants. At the Electric Works
campus in Fort Wayne, IN, our team has partnered with local
organizations in delivering workforce recruitment, training
and small business engagement in a way that extends beyond
quantitative contractor goals. Our workforce and MBE/

WBE/SBE partners in Fort Wayne include the Fort Wayne
Black Chamber of Commerce and Joshua’s Hand, a nonprofit organization with an entrepreneurial bent. Weigand
Construction (the general contractor) is deeply engaged in
recruiting, hiring, and training local workers and in supporting
small and minority-owned sub-contractors during the two-year
construction period.
As a company headquartered in, and with a history of working
in, the City of Durham, we further confirm that we understand
and will comply with the policies of the City regarding the
provision of equal business opportunities and the prohibition
of discriminatory practices. While we recognize that there
are no specific M/UBE or W/UBE goals associated with this
Request for Qualifications, we want to confirm that when this
process moves to a Request for Proposals stage, where we
would anticipate such goals might be identified, Ancora will
be prepared to fully embrace those objectives.
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06-Key to Meeting Evaluation Criteria /
To assist your 505 W. Chapel Hill Street qualifications review team with their analysis, we are pleased to provide the following
summary of the degree to which Ancora, and its Project Team, meet the criteria established for evaluation. Given that Ancora
is a recently-formed organization but has a leadership team of highly experienced executives, we believe it appropriate to treat
projects executed by other firms where Ancora executives held positions of leadership for the project as relevant with regards to
our collective experience.

Master Developer / [qualifications]
At least one employee in a leadership position with a
minimum of (15/10) years of experience in overseeing
complex developments, who will be substantially engaged in
delivery of this Project.
Highly Advantageous, with multiple individuals meeting the
required 15 years of experience threshold
• Josh Parker, 20 years of relevant experience
• Peter Calkins, 26 years of relevant experience
• Nicole Morrill, 17 years of relevant experience

Participated in (two/one) or more public-private partnerships
where the Respondent served as lead developer.
Highly Advantageous, with multiple public-private
partnerships where Ancora or key members of its team served
as lead developer
• Electric Works: (Josh Parker, Nicole Morrill, Ursula
Powidzki, Jeff Kingsbury, others)
• Cortex Innovation Community: (Josh Parker, Dennis
Lower, Holden Thorpe, Ursula Powidzki
• East Baltimore / S+TP@JH (Peter Calkins)
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[relevant project experience]
Delivered at least (five/three) large developments that
required coordination across different uses, in Durham or
another similar context. Highly Advantageous
• Electric Works (Ancora Team)
• Cortex Innovation Community (Josh Parker)
• East Baltimore Initiative (Peter Calkins)
• West Village
• Chesterfield
Participated in (two or more/one) public private
partnerships. Highly Advantageous
• Electric Works
• Cortex Innovation Community
Experience in leading a project involving the rehabilitation
of historic structure to productive use. Highly Advantageous
• Electric Works
• The Chesterfield
• Cortex Innovation Community, @2040
• Lion Brothers Building
Demonstrated a strong commitment to gathering and
respecting community input in at least (two/one) large,
urban redevelopment projects. Highly Advantageous
• Electric Works
• Cortex Innovation Community
• East Baltimore Initiative

[financial capacity]
Past ability and capacity to secure appropriate project
financing for at least (five/three) completed large mixed use
development projects in an urban setting . Advantageous
• Electric Works
• Cortex Innovation Community
• The Chesterfield
No litigation or loan defaults in the past ten years. Highly
Advantageous, none.
At least two letters of interest and/or support from certified
lenders and/or equity partners. Highly Advantageous
• Legal and General plc
• NTCIC
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Commercial Developer /
[qualifications]
At least one employee in a leadership position with a
minimum of (10/5) years of experience in commercial
mixed-use development, who will be substantially engaged
in delivery of this Project.
Highly Advantageous, with multiple individuals meeting the
required 10 years of relevant experience threshold
• Josh Parker, 20 years of relevant experience
• Peter Calkins, 26 years of relevant experience
• Nicole Morrill, 17 years of relevant experience

[relevant project experience]
Delivered at least (three/two) commercial projects
comprising retail, office or Lab space in Durham or another
similar urban context. Highly Advantageous
• The Chesterfield, Durham (Josh Parker)
• Lion Brothers Building, Baltimore (Josh Parker)
• Science + Technology Park @ Johns Hopkins ,
Baltimore (two buildings) (Peter Calkins)
• Tysons Central, Tyson (Nicole Morrill)
Participated in at least one public private partnerships.
Highly Advantageous
• Electric Works (Ancora Team)
• Cortex Innovation Community (Josh Parker, Ursula
Powidzki)
• Science + Technology Park @ Johns Hopkins (Peter
Calkins)
Experience in leading a project involving the rehabilitation of
historic structure to productive use. Highly Advantageous

[financial capacity]
Past ability and capacity to secure appropriate project
financing for at least (three/two) completed large mixed
use development projects in an urban setting . Highly
Advantageous
• Electric Works
• The Chesterfield

• Electric Works, Fort Wayne, IN

• Cortex Innovation Community

• The Chesterfield, Durham, NC

• Lion Brothers Building

• Lion Brothers Building, Baltimore, MD
Demonstrated a strong commitment to gathering and
respecting community input in at least (two/one) large,
urban redevelopment projects. Highly Advantageous

No litigation or loan defaults in the past ten years. Highly
Advantageous, none.
At least two letters of interest and/or support from certified
lenders and/or equity partners. Highly Advantageous

• Electric Works, Fort Wayne, IN

• Legal and General plc

• East Baltimore Initiative, Baltimore, MD

• National Trust Community Investment Corporation
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07-Exhibits /
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Exhibit A: EBOP Forms /
PARTICPATION DOCUMENTATION
(TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIME CONSULTANT/CONTRACTOR ONLY)
Names of all firms
Project (including
prime and
subconsultants/sub
‐ contractors)

Location

Ancora

Durham, NC

Ancora

Durham, NC

UBE
Firm
Yes/No

Yes ( ) No ( x)
Yes ( ) No ( x)

Nature
of
Participation
Master Developer
Commercial Developer

% of Project
Work
TBD
TBD

Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
TOTAL

Joshua M. Parker, Authorized Representative

Name ‐ Authorized Officer of Prime Consultant/Contractor Firm (Print/Type)

Signature ‐ Authorized Officer of Prime Consultant/Contractor Firm

November 5, 2021

Date
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6

COMPLETE THIS FORM OR ATTACH COMPUTERIZE FORM
EMPLOYEE BREAKDOWN
(EEO-1 Report may be submitted in lieu of this form.)

Part A – Employee Statistics for the Primary Location
M——a——l——e——s
Employment
category

Total
Employees

Project
Manager

2

Professional

9

Total
males

Total
females

White

1

1

3

6

1
6

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

F——e——m——a——l——e——s
Indian or
Alaskan
Native

White

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

1
2

3

Technical
Clerical

4

3

4

1

Labor
Totals

7

15

7

8

4

6

Part B – Employee Statistics for the Consolidated Company (See instructions for this
form on whether this part is required.)

Employment
category

Total
Employees

Total
males

Total
females

White

M——a——l——e——s

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

White

F——e——m——a——l——e——s
Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

Project
Manager
Professional
Technical
Clerical
Labor
Totals
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7

Letter of Intent to Perform as a Sub‐‐Consultant

The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the above project as a UBE:
Minority(African American, American Indian, Asian or Hispanic)

Woman

The UBE status of the undersigned is certified if identified as HUB certified by the N.C Department of
Administration HUB Office, minority or women certified by the N.C. Department of Transportation and 8(a)
certified by the U.S. Small Business Administration.
The undersigned is prepared to perform the following described work in connection with the above
project (specify in detail particular work items or parts thereof to be performed):
You have projected the following commencement date for such work, and the undersigned is projecting
completion of such work as follows:
ITEMS

PROJECTED COMMENCEMENT
DATE

The consultant will subcontract
consultant.

PROJECTED
COMPLETION
DATE

% of the dollar value of this contract to UBE sub-

The undersigned will enter into a formal agreement in the amount of $
for the above work with you, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Durham.
Name

Title

Company

Telephone

Address
Signature
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REQUEST TO CHANGE UBE PARTICIPATION
Project:
Name of bidder or consultant:
Name and title of representative of bidder or consultant:
Address:

Zip Code:

Telephone No:

Fax Number:

Email address:
Total amount of original contract, before any change orders or amendments:
Total amount of the contract, including all approved change orders and amendments to date, but not
counting the changes proposed in this form:
Dollar amount of changes proposed in this form:
The proposed change (check one)
� increases
bidder’s/consultant’s contract with the City.

� decreases the dollar amount of the

Does the proposed change decrease the UBE participation? (check one)

� yes

� no

If the answer is yes, complete the following:
BOX A. For the subcontract proposed to be changed (increased, reduced, or eliminated): Name of subconsultant
Goods and services to be provided before the proposed change:

Is it proposed to eliminate this subcontract?

� yes

� no

If the subcontract is to be increased or reduced, describe the nature of the change (such as adding
$5,000 in environmental work and deleting $7,000 in architectural):
Dollar amount of this subcontract before this proposed change:
Dollar amount of this subcontract after this proposed change:
This subcontractor is (check one):
� 1. Minority-owned UBE
� 2. Women-Owned UBE
� 3. Not a UBE
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BOX B. Proposed subcontracts other than the subcontract described in Box A above (continued)
Name of sub-consultant for the new work:
Goods and Services to be provided by this proposed subcontract:

Dollar amount proposed of this proposed subcontract: This sub-consultant is:
� 1. Minority-owned UBE
� 2. Women-Owned UBE
� 3. Not a UBE
Add additional sheets as necessary.
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UBE GOALS NOT HAVING BEEN MET. The following information must be presented by
the consultant concerning good faith efforts taken.
It is the responsibility of consultants to make good faith efforts. Any act or omission by the City shall not
relieve them of this responsibility. For future efforts, it shall be comprised of such efforts which are
proposed to allow equitable participation of socially and economically disadvantaged employees and subconsultants/subcontractors. The City Manager shall apply the following criteria, with due consideration of
the quality, quantity, intensity and timeliness of efforts of consultants/contractors, in determining good faith
efforts to engage UBEs along with other criteria that the City Manager deems proper:
Name of Bidder:
If you find it helpful, feel free to attach pages to explain your answers. How many pages is your
firm attaching to this questionnaire?
questionnaire.)
(Don’t count the 2 pages of this
If a yes or no answer is not appropriate, please explain the facts. All of the answers to these
questions relate only to the time before your firm submitted its bid or proposal to the City. In other
words, actions that your firm took after it submitted the bid or proposal to the City cannot be
mentioned or used in any answers.
1. SOLICITING UBEs.

(a) Did your firm solicit, through all reasonable and available means, the interest of all UBEs in the list
� yes � no

provided by the City in the scope of work of the contract?

In such soliciting, did your firm advertise?
� yes � no Are you attaching copies to this
questionnaire, indicating the dates and names of newspaper or other publication for each ad if that
information is not already on the ads? � yes � no

(b) In such soliciting, did your firm send written (including electronic) notices or letters? Are you
attaching one or more sample notices or letters?

� yes � no

(c) Did your firm attend the pre‐bid conference? � yes � no
(d) Did your firm provide interested UBEs with timely, adequate information about the plans,
specifications, and requirements of the contract?

� yes � no

(e) Did your firm follow up with UBEs that showed interest?

� yes � no

(f) With reference to the UBEs that your firm notified of the type of work to be subcontracted , did
your firm tell them:

(i) the specific work your firm was considering for subcontracting?
� yes � no
(ii) that their interest in the contract is being solicited?
� yes � no
(iii) how to obtain and inspect the applicable plans and specifications and descriptions of items
to be purchased?

� yes � no
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2. BREAKING DOWN THE WORK.
(a) Did your firm select portions of the work to be performed by UBEs in order to increase the
likelihood that the goals would be reached? � yes � no
(b) If yes, please describe the portions selected. ANSWER:
3.

NEGOTIATION. In your answers to 3, you may omit information regarding UBEs for which you are
providing a Letter of Intent.

(a) What are the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of UBEs that you contacted?

ANSWER:

(b) Describe the information that you provided to the UBEs regarding the plans and specifications for
the work selected for potential subcontracting.

ANSWER:

(c) Why could your firm not reach agreements with the UBEs that your firm made contact with? Be
specific. ANSWER:

4. ASSISTANCE TO UBEs ON BONDING, CREDIT, AND INSURANCE.
(a) Did your firm or the City require any subcontractors to have bonds, lines of credit, or insurance?
�yes � no (Note: In most projects, the City has no such requirement for subcontractors.)

(b) If the answer to (a) is yes, did your firm make efforts to assist UBEs to obtain bonds, lines of credit,
or insurance?

� yes � no

If yes, describe your firm’s efforts.

ANSWER:

(c) Did your firm provide alternatives to bonding or insurance for potential subcontractors?
� yes � no

If yes, describe. ANSWER:

5. GOODS AND SERVICES. What efforts did your firm make to help interested UBEs to obtain goods
or services relevant to the proposed subcontracting work? ANSWER:

6. USING OTHER SERVICES.
(a) Did your firm use the services of the City to help solicit UBEs for the work?
Please explain.

ANSWER:

� yes � no

(b) Did your firm use the services of available minority/women community organizations, minority and

women contractors' groups, government‐sponsored minority/women business assistance agencies,
and other appropriate organizations to help solicit UBEs for the work? � yes � no
Please explain. ANSWER:
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Confidential

Exhibit B: Letters of Financial Interest and Support /

Stacey Poston
Assistant Director, Project Delivery and Sustainability
General Services Department, City of Durham
2011 Fay Street

Legal & General Group Plc
One Coleman Street
London
EC2R 5AA
Tel: 020 3124 2000
legalandgeneral.com

Durham, NC 27704
Date: Friday 5th November 2021

Dear Ms. Poston,
505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET DISPOSITION
Request for Qualifications
We write with reference to the Qualifications Package being submitted by Ancora Partners LLC for the City of
Durham’s proposed disposition of the property at 505 W. Chapel Hill Street. Legal and General Group plc is a
leading global financial services firm specializing in insurance, retirement solutions and investments with over
£1.3 trillion (USD $1.8 trillion) of assets under management. Legal and General is interested in financially
supporting Ancora and their mission to work closely with Anchor+ institutions, and the communities that host
them, to create real estate that supports knowledge-focused economic opportunity. We have reviewed your
Request for Qualifications document and believe that the objectives you have outlined for the commercial
components of the project are highly aligned with the goals we have established with Ancora for our
relationship. Therefore, we wish to confirm that, should Ancora be selected as the ultimate master/commercial
developer for 505 W. Chapel Hill Street, we would likely be very interested in being their provider of both equity,
and debt, to finance the project Ancora would propose to deliver.
We hope this expression of our potential financial support provides confidence to your selection team that
Ancora will have access to the necessary financial resources to deliver on their commitments to you.

Yours sincerely

Wes Erlam
Director of Urban Regeneration
Legal & General Capital

Legal & General Group Plc. Registered in England and Wales No. 01417162. Registered Office: One Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AA.
Subsidiary trading companies of the Legal & General Group are authorised and regulated as appropriate by the Prudential Regulation Authority and the
Financial Conduct Authority and overseas regulators.

November 5, 2021
Stacey Poston
Assistant Director, Project Delivery and Sustainability
General Services Department, City of Durham
2011 Fay Street
Durham, NC 27704
RE:

505 W. Chapel Hill Street Disposition
Request for Qualifications

Dear Ms. Poston,
I am writing to you with regard to Ancora’s response to your recent Request for Qualifications in
connection with development of 505 W. Chapel Hill Street in Durham. National Trust Community
Investment Corporation has invested over $1 billion of equity into real estate development projects
on behalf of our institutional investor clients including our recent $48.2mm equity investment with
Ancora.
We have enjoyed a relationship with Ancora and predecessor companies and Ancora’s CEO Josh
Parker during our 20-year investing history. The team at Ancora is highly competent and capable of
executing complex and complicated real estate development projects. More importantly they take time
to understand the clients and communities in which they work to develop a vision for their projects
that is both impactful and financeable.
We would be delighted to continue our investing relationship with Ancora as part of the historic
redevelopment of the Milton Small building should they be selected as your Developer Partner.
I highly recommend them to you as a Master Developer of 505 W. Chapel Hill St. as I trust you will
come to value your relationship with them as much as we do.
Sincerely,

Kandi Bryant Jackson
Senior VP and Managing Director, Acquisitions and Project Management

National Trust Community Investment Corporation
1150 15th Street NW, Suite 300
Washington DC 20005

WWW.ANCORA.RE

701 West Main Street
Suite 200
Durham, NC 27701
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